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Talkin’ ’bout their generation 





How we’ll get groovy . . .  

    What you’ve noticed
    What “defines” this generation—compared to     

others
     Common problems
     Strategies for helping your students to succeed

Is that cool? 

Is it rad, man? 

Way phat? 

Crankin’? 

Sick!



The question to ponder . . . 

How are students joining your 
staff this year different from 
those who graduated out of 
your staff in the past few years?



Some Contextual Factors for 2008 
Graduates

Most students graduating college in the last year 
were born in 1986

 . . . the year I graduated high school    

I’ve been writing news since before you were born!



Some Contextual Factors for 2008 
Graduates

Politicians have ALWAYS used rock music for theme songs.
There has always been a Comedy Central.

Before they finished kindergarten . . . & formed most memories:

Clarence Thomas became a Justice. (Who’s Anita Hill?)
Photographs have always been processed in an hour 
or less (before paper photographs became obsolete.)

The Berlin Wall fell & USSR dissolved

Challenger exploded

Tanks converged on protesters in Tiananmen Square
So did Chernobyl

The Energizer bunny started going & going.



Contextual Factors cont’d.
  Age 9: Newt; OJ not guilty; Okla. City bombing
  Age 10: Clinton reelected; Unabomber arrested
  Age 12: Columbine (social epiphany)
  Age 15:  September 11 (social epiphany) 

  What are TV networks? Only three? Four? What???? OMG.



Research on Millennials 
Neil Howe and William Strauss - 

Millennials Rising:  The Next Great Generation
Millennials Go to College 
Millennials and the Pop Culture
13 th Gen

Michael Coomes and Robert DeBard
Serving the Millennial Generation

Web searching -general - facebook - myspace
Listening and watching those around us
Caution - generalizations; campus specific info



Two gens colliding 



The current generations 
The GI Generation: Born 1901 - 1924

The Silent Generation: Born 1925 - 1942

The Boom Generation: Born 1943 - 1960

Generation X: Born 1961 - 1981

The Millennials (Gen Y): Born 1982 - 2002



Generational touchstones 
Media 

Veternans . . . The new technology was . . .  Radio

Boomers . . . .  Television

Gen X . . .  The Internet

Millennials . . .  Texting





Generational touchstones 
Core values 

VETERANS: Hard work. Respect for law, authority, rules. Doing 
without: sacrifice, delayed gratification; paying cash. 

BOOMERS: Recognition. Challenge law, authority and rules
 directly or indirectly. Saving some, having some now.
Borrowing conservatively for major purchases.

GEN X: Freedom. Ignore law, authority and rules.
Having it now. Borrowing as a way of life: credit card.

MILLENNIALS: Meaningful work. Oblivious to law,
authority and rules. Having several things now in parallel.
Borrowing? Fear and uncertainty about $$$!



Throughout life, they’ve received 
five big messages, so these 

messages make sense to them. 



Be smart—you are special. 
They’ve been catered to since they were tiny. Think 
Nickolodeon, Baby Gap, and  Sports Illustrated for Kids. 

Leave no one behind. 
They were taught to be inclusive and tolerant of other races, 
religions, and sexual orientations. 



Connect 24/7.  
They learned to be interdependent—on family, friends, and 
teachers. More Millennials say they can live without the 
television than the computer. Many prefer chatting on line to 
talking on the phone.

Achieve now! 
Some parents hired private agents to line up the right 
college; others got started choosing the right pre-school 
while the child was still in the womb.



Serve your community.  
Fifty percent of high school students reported volunteering 
in their communities, many of their high schools requiring 
community service hours for graduation.

On one Roper Survey, when Millennials were asked for the 
major cause of problems in the U.S., they answered 
selfishness.



Millennial Generation 
(Born 1982 - 2002) 

Core Traits 
  Special 
  Sheltered 
  Confident 
  Team Oriented 
  Pressured 
  Achieving 
  Hopeful 



Special 
Absorb message that they dominate   

 America’s agenda 
Willing to acknowledge the importance of 

 own actions & choices 
Vital to future of national and parents’ sense 

of purpose 
High expectations for college life 



Sheltered 
Very used to living in a rule-bound world 
Supportive of harsh punishments for those 

guilty 
  Safety concerns extend to peers & 

 misbehavior 
  Helicopter parents - hovering 
  Cell phones at school 



Confident 
 Raised by parents believing in the importance of 

self-esteem, they characteristically consider 
themselves ready to overcome challenges and 
leap tall buildings. 

Managers who believe in “paying your dues” and 
coworkers who don’t think opinions are worth 
listening to unless they come from someone with 
a prerequisite number of years on the resume find 
this can-do attitude unsettling. 



Team Oriented 
Millennials are used to being organized in 

teams—and to making certain no one is left 
behind. 

They expect to earn a living in a workplace 
that is fair to all, where diversity is the 
norm—and they’ll use their collective 
power if they feel someone is treated 
unfairly.  



Hopeful 
Optimistic yet practical, they believe in the 

future and their role in it. 
They’ve read about businesses with basketball 

courts, stockrooms stocked with beer for 
employers, and companies that pay your 
way through school.  

They expect a workplace that is challenging, 
collaborative, creative, fun, and financially 
rewarding.  





Pressured 
Technology demands action, NOW! 
Quality schools and good grades define the 

future 
Balance of work/play not learned — 

overwhelmed 
Exercise: team oriented with social ritual 





Achieving 
Prefer timetables to compasses; milestones to 

mere inspirations 
Most all-around capable generation ever 
In high school, quality of co-curricular is 

rising rapidly 
Use of cutting edge technology 



Some General Observations 
They will negotiate anything and everything.
They expect and need praise.
Many are not very “hardy.” If it is too hard . . . .
Feel that every job should be stimulating.
Expect to progress rapidly through the ranks.  Impatient.
Used to 24/7 access and “menu-driven” thinking.
They need clear expectations and instructions.
Not necessarily good planners.  Often wait til the last 

minute.
Looking for life and meaning in their work.



So . . .  
Here are six strategies for 
managing and advising 
millennials. . .  

Based on their six most 
frequent requests . . .  



Request 1: 
You be the leader. 

This generation has grown up with structure and supervision, 
with parents who were role models.

Millennials are looking for leaders with honesty and integrity. 
It’s not that they don’t want to be leaders themselves, they’d 
just like some great role models first.



Request 2: 
Challenge me.  

 Millennials want learning opportunities. They want to be 
assigned to projects they can learn from. 

A recent Randstad employee survey found that “trying new 
things” was the most popular item. They’re looking for growth, 
development, a career path. 



Request 3: 
Let me work with friends. 

 Millennials say they want to work with people they  click with. 
They like being friends with coworkers.

Advisers and managers who provide for the social aspects of 
work will find those efforts well rewarded by this newest 
cohort.



Request 4: 
Let’s have fun. 

A little humor, a bit of silliness, even a little irreverence will 
make your work environment more attractive.

 (Newspaper prom, anyone?)



Request 5: 
Respect me. 

They want their ideas treated respectfully, even though they 
haven’t been around a long time.



Request 6: 
Be flexible. 

The busiest generation ever isn’t going to give up its activities 
just because of their responsibilities for the paper. A rigid 
schedule is a sure-fire way to lose your Millennial staffers.

At the same time, they want order, so you still need to have 
those meetings. But maybe you can continually figure out what 
works for the majority and THEN set the meeting time, etc. . . 



Some Final Strategies 

  Get to know students, their culture, their 
interests, become familiar with their 
mythology, and their heroes and concerns  

  Anticipate challenges and have questions 
that redirect or defuse, and challenges that 
refocus their efforts  



Some Final Strategies 

  When possible, involve students in 
decisions about rules and structure of 
learning experiences offering them real 
choices  

  While providing prototypes, challenge 
students to go beyond these  



Some Final Strategies 

  Address, privately, any unacceptable 
behaviors, and try not to take it personally  

  Use e-mail, websites, and public folders to 
post reminders, due dates and grading 
criteria  



Some Final Strategies 

  Be willing to negotiate alternatives to 
assignments, especially if these are initiated 
and well thought out by students  



In closing, be prepared for . . .   
 *  high expectations
    * possible involvement of parents

DON’T 
 *  expect them to pay their 

dues
    * throw a wet blanket on

their enthusiasm

DO 
 *  encourage them
    * mentor them
       * learn from them



This presentation will be posted  

@ 

http://uvmmedia.wordpress.com/ 


